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Abstract
Nowadays, 3D printing is not only a 3D model constructing technology but also a social
economic phenomenon that is changing the world. However, the production time of 3D
printed object is significantly longer than by traditional manufacturing.
The answer of this problem is found in traditional Japanese papercraft known as Ori-
gami. Origami is a forming process from flat papers to 3D shape by following steps: Shape
⇒ Partition ⇒ Making crease pattern ⇒ Cutting material ⇒ Folding ⇒ Connecting by
glue. In this study, a new manufacturing method called Origami-forming is developed,
based on traditional Origami approach. The new method follows the same steps as Ori-
gami, applying for wider rank of material (soft and stiff material such as aluminum, high
tensile steel, etc), and folding by a reconfigurable robot system. If the method is successful,
it will allow to produce object in short time and get higher stiffness.
However, achieving the goal is a huge challenge for researchers. Bending of stiff material
causes springback, increase risk of cracking, and require large pressure. For achieving the
goal, we try to solve two main tasks: (1) Bending of stiff materials, (2) Developing a
grooving technique for improving bending process.
Firstly, the Origami-forming is applied into Truss Core Panel (TCP) manufacturing,
to get the shape impossible to be produced by current technology, and a countermeas-
ure to reduce the springback is considered. Secondly, a grooving technique inspired from
traditional origami is proposed to bend the material easier than before, hence allow for a
dual-arm robot can produce many cases of shape. A optimization process based on Re-
sponse surface methodology is built to search for the best shape of groove. Next, designing
handling system and decision-making process are carried out. Modeling and simulation by
FEM are used to confirm forming process.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Origami application
Origami is the traditional Japanese paper folding art. The main idea of Origami is that
a two dimensional thin material like paper can be folded to a three dimensional shape
and then easily spread again to the original two dimensional shape. These patterns ori-
ginally appear in flower buds, insect wings, DNA and proteins collagen (Nojima, 2002) .
The beneficial features of origami are being widely applied in industry, which three main
directions:
Foldable and unfoldable structure: Origami contains a worth specific attribute
of being folded into a compact shape for delivery, and then expanded to several expected
structures. Miura-ori structure, that is developed and formed using only low-energy bending
operations and having the mechanism of a single degree of freedom, is currently utilized in
solar panel in space plane as Figure 1.1, designing the folding process of the map, etc(Miura,
1972). Besides, Kuribayashi used stainless steel and TiNi shape memory alloy (SMA) for
the manufacture of stent graft as shown in Figure 1.2. Additionally, the material itself
expands at body temperature without any actuator is the most impressive feature of using
SMA sheet Kuribayashi (2004) .
Fashion is also one of the aspects that the characteristics of these kinds of structures
can be applied. The Figure 1.3 shows a Tine’s work of making a piece worn on the body
by a modified square planar pattern (De-Ruysser, 2009) . Such material is the combination
of thin TY V EKTM and plywood sticked simultaneously by pressing together at 150◦ for
10 seconds. Miyake and Nojima developed a foldable dress based on deployable circular
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Figure 1.1: Solar array of spacecraft from Miura-ori structure (illustrated by computer)
(Zirbel et al., 2013)
Figure 1.2: Cylindrical tube type of stent graft (Kuribayashi, 2004)
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Figure 1.3: Shoulder cape made by Origami structure (De-Ruysser, 2009)
membranes as Figure 1.4. Into the bargain, the design also reduces the cost of cloth cutting
and stitching.
Light weight and high performance structure: Objects from Origami structure
are usually thin-shell structures covering the shape of the design. In a lot of deformation
situations such as bending, the outside of material is generally struggled with the highest
stresses, meaning that the distribution of material at the surface in Origami structure is
very effective. The sandwich panel inspired from origami such as Truss core panel can
be applied for frame, floor of vehicle. The Yoshimura folding (diamond folding) is widely
used in architect because of its lightweight, transportable and recyclable characteristics (
Matcha and Ljubas (2010); HEINZELMANN (2010) ).
The Origami structure can be applied for designing crash box, the automotive part for
crash energy absorption. When car frontal crashing, a general rectangular or circle cross
sectional tube tend to bend by buckling deformation. Zhao et al. have researched cylindrical
Origami structure using reversed spiral model that is capable of absorbing energy 91 %
more than rectangular cross sectional structure (Zhao et al., 2011). Siqi and Ma present a
thin-wall tube with a prefolded Origami pattern in order to decrease the initial buckling
force and raise the absorption energy (Siqi (2013); Ma and You (2014)).
Origami folding:
Nonetheless, Origami structures do not seem to be widely employed nowadays, espe-
cially in mass production because of the difficulty of forming process, although the Origami
structures is theoretically made of a single or very few of sheets of material. Despite of the
effort of many researchers, a complete Origami folding robot with high accuracy is still a
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Figure 1.4: Origami dress at exhibition ”Reality Lab”-Tokyo (Miyake, 2014)
Figure 1.5: Energy absorption of thin-walled square tubes with a prefolded Origami pattern
(Siqi, 2013)
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challenge ( Balkcom (2004); Dai and Caldwell (2010) ). Moreover, the bend zone of the
Origami structure is deformed largely, causing the risk of fracture, whereas stiff materials
such as steel are difficult to be bend. The optimization increasing the limit of bend angle
should be taken account.
1.1.2 Sheet metal forming
Sheet metal forming is a process to produce a variety of complicated three-dimensional
shapes by providing permanent deformation to materials. A wide range of metallic parts of
automobiles, building and domestic appliances are produced utilizing sheet metal forming.
The most common sheet forming techniques, in which, are: blanking and piercing, bending,
section bending, stretching, hole extrusion, stamping or draw die forming, deep drawing,
tube forming, fluid forming, coining and ironing.
Blanking and piercing: Blanking and piercing are the processes performed by using
a die to clamp and a punch to shear a sheet metal. The blanking process cuts the piece
from the sheet, whereas the punched out piece is scrap in the piercing process.
Bending: Bending is forming process that plastically deforms a part of sheet metal
over an exis, changing its shape. There are several types of bending as shown in Figure
1.6. Folding is the bending method which a beam clamps one side of the sheet then rotates
around the bendline. V-bending is the process that the V-shaped punch forces the workpiece
into the V shaped die, controlling the bending angle. The roll bending produces a curve
to bars, channel beams, plates. In wiping, one side of the workpiece is clamped, and the
other side is bend by a punch moving up and down. The process with angle greater than
90◦ requires more complex equipment.
Stamping or deep drawing: Deep drawing is a process that the workpiece is stretched
into draw die in the shape of the designed part. It consists punch, blank holder and die, such
as the process of cylindrical cup in Figure 1.7. The material are ductile metals (aluminum,
mild steel, etc) and the method is applied widely in automotive, pot, consumer electronic,
etc. Because of the blank holder, a severely deformed portion of the blank at the holding
should be trimmed off.
Hydro-forming or fluid forming: Instead of using rigid tools, a high pressure hy-
draulic fluid pushes the workpiece to the shaped die. The process requires expensive equip-
ments for high fluid pressure, but saves cost for punch’s manufacturing. There are generally
two types of hydro-forming: sheet hydro-forming and tube hydro-forming. In sheet hydro-
forming, the blank sheet is driven into the die like stamping as Figure 1.8. The tube
hydro-forming uses 2 halves of die to form the outside design of the workpiece as Figure
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Figure 1.6: Bending process. (a) Folding. (b) V-bending. (c) Roll forming. (d) Wiping (Hu
et al., 2002)
Figure 1.7: Tools of a deep drawing for cylindrical cup (Hu et al., 2002)
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Figure 1.8: Forming by fluid pressure (Hu et al., 2002)
(a) Tools for tube hydro-forming (Hu et al., 2002)
(b) A rigid-foldable cylinder by tube
hydro-forming
Figure 1.9: Tube hydro-forming process
1.9a. The tube hydro-forming is often used when the change of cross-sectional shape along
the length of the design tube prevents the relsease of the normal rigid punch in stamp
process, such as rigid-foldable cylinders in Figure 1.9b.
1.2 Motivation and objective of the research
Constructing the 3D models from scan data is one of significant tasks for reducing time
of product development. Firstly, the designer makes a new design by wooden mock-up, or
clay model, then reverse engineering technology such as laser or X-ray scanning is used to
digitize the 3D points position, process the 3D data, and then reconstructing it as a 3D
CAD model (Wang and Hagiwara, 2009) . As shown in Figure 1.10, from the scan data,
until now there are generally two ways to reconstruct the object. The first way is known
as rapid prototype technology: the product are fabricated by additive manufacturing. The
STL format of scan data is generally used in this technology. In spite of the development of
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3D printer, the process is limited in small shape, and the cost of material is too high. The
second way is making compression molding: from the CAD data, molds for every part are
created, and then the given material can be formed into the desired shape by compression.
The solution requires too much cost and time, especially when the design is changed several
times.
In order to save costs, an alternative solution called papercraft or Origami method is
proposed: building model by folding paper patterns. This idea is inspired from traditional
Japanese paper folding art, as known as Origami. As shown in Figure 1.10, surface mesh
is reconstructed from the scattered points, then is divided into meaningful parts which are
unfoldable into 2D print plane. After that, the material is cut to get the shape of those
2D development drawing for further folding and gluing to the desired 3D shape. Figure
1.11 a) demonstrates an example of a snub dodecahedron made by Origami method: the
3D given mesh model is segmented into only 1 part. Figure 1.11 b) (from left to right)
demonstrates snub dodecahedron made by origami method and by 3D printer. While the
3D printer spent approximately 2 hours and a half to complete the model, the Origami
method only requires 5 minutes.
The goal of this thesis is development a new manufacturing method called Origami-
forming, based on traditional Origami approach. As shown in Figure 1.12 , compared with
traditional Origami, Origami-forming approach tries to expand rank of material, not just
soft material (paper, resin, etc) but also stiff material (aluminium, high tensile steel, etc),
and folding by a reconfigurable robot system. Therefore, Origami-forming can be called as
”Origami-3D printer”, an rival of 3D printing.
However, it is a huge challenge for researchers. Bending of stiff material causes spring-
back, increase risk of cracking, and require a large pressure. For achieving the goal, we try
to solve two main tasks:
1) Bending of stiff materials.
2) Developing a grooving technique for improving bending process.
The contribution of this thesis are:
1) Applying Origami-forming into Truss Core Panel (TCP) manufacturing, to get the
shape that is imposible to be produce by current technology.
2) Developing two types of 2D flattening method of pyramid core: one for easier con-
necting, and another one for decreasing the numbers of facets. Based on 2D flattening
methods, we developed two types of partition method of TCP: (1)cores and plate, (2) core
layers.
3) Designing robot device for bending process of pyramid core that fixes interference
problem.
1.2. Motivation and objective of the research 9
Figure 1.10: The new method of constructing 3D model
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Figure 1.11: Example of snub dodecahedron by Origami
Figure 1.12: A new manufacturing method called Origami-forming
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4) Proposing an countermeasure to reduce the springback during bending process.
5) Developing groove technique for improving bending process. The technique is applied
into bending a 90◦ bend of a aluminum sheet.
6) Presenting an optimization process of groove shape.
7) Designing the handling system for origami-forming. The design is validated by 3
model of crease pattern: (1) crease line is at middle of the blank, (2) crease line is at 1:2
position, (3) crease line is tilt.
1.3 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is organized as flowchart in Figure 1.13 .
Chapter 1 is a brief introduction to origami application, sheet metal forming. This
chapter concludes the motivation and an brief explanation of origami-forming.
Then, the flow of research is divided into two main studies. The first one is application
of origami-forming for Truss core panel that is described in Chapter 2 and 3.
In Chapter 2, firstly we describe TCP and its recent manufacturing. A new manufactur-
ing approach by origami-forming is used. The partition method of TCP in Chapter 2 divides
the blank into 2 components: cores having same size and a large plate. A completed forming
process is discussed, including: blank preparation process and bending process. Bending
tools (1 die, 4 punches and 4 plungers) are designed by considering fixing interference
problem.
In Chapter 3, we describe the modeling of bending process, based on the forming process
in Chapter 2. Firstly, we consider the problem as quasi-static model and solve equation of
motion by central difference method. While tools are modeled as shell elements, we model
the blank as solid elements, by dividing into 4 layers of solid elements along thickness
direction. By simulation results, we compare two different types of tools arrangement and
find out which one is better. Then several cases of material and shape are considered for
the validation of the new method. Next, we present a method to reduce springback after
bending process. Finally, we apply origami-forming technique to go further by improving
the partition for reducing the welding and positioning steps.
After that, the second main study focuses on improvement of origami-forming in man-
ufacturing with robotics for stiff material that is mentioned in Chapter 4 and 5.
Chapter 4 presents a design of robot system for origami-forming by mimicking tradi-
tional origami process. The bending process is conducted by dual-arm robot. The gripper
is designed for soft material and stiff material. In this chapter, we propose a technique
12 Introduction
Figure 1.13: The flowchart of thesis
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cutting groove for making crease line. We compare several types of groove to find out the
best shape, and then create an optimization process to search for best shape of groove.
The comparison is laid on a FEM model of bending a 90◦ bend from a aluminum blank.
We also focus on the appearance of bent component by calculating analytically the outside
curvature radius, and condition of collision at the groove.
In Chapter 5, we pay attention to the handling system of dual-arm robot. We find out
the best place to grasp during bending process, and the role of each hand of dual-arm
robot. The conclusions in Chapter 4 and 5 are validated again in case of crease line at
1:2 position and case of tilt crease line. Finally, based on the conclusions, we proposed a
decision-making process of origami-robot.
Chapter 6 summarizes contributions and suggests future work.

Chapter 2
Bending-based manufacturing of
Truss core panel
2.1 Introduction of Truss core panel
2.1.1 Sandwich panel
Environmental concern is given priority, that more lightweight and high stiffness panels are
needed, especially in automobile vehicles such as cars, trains, airplanes, reducing the fossil
fuel cost and emission. Structures of sandwich panels are a perfect solution and becoming
more widespread today. Specifically, sandwich panel is a composite consisting of two, high
tensile and compressive strong sheets separated by a light weight, high shear strength core
as Figure 2.1. The sheet skin is commonly steel, while the core may be polyester resins,
vinyl ester resins, or epoxy resins.
The idea of sandwich panel comes from the ”I-beam” design of steel, which is applied to
air force plane in World War II. Nowadays, they also have been prevalently used in diverse
applications of military and aeronautics, which fuselage shell, floors, upper and lower wing-
skin, radome, missile, satellite components are some typical examples (Feichtinger (1989);
Putra (2005) ). For instance, Boeing 787 Dreamliner is comprised approximately 50% of
composite materials (As Figure 2.2 ).
The most outstanding advantage of the sandwich structure is its high strength-to-
weight ratio with minor sacrifices to the overall rigidity compared to monocoque and other
structures. Additionally, the strength of the structure is easily changed by the overall
size, the number of the cores, and the thickness of material. They can also minimize the
structural noise and lessen the noise from outside the interior.
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sheet skin
lightweight core
Figure 2.1: Sandwich construction panel
Carbon laminate
Carbon Sandwich
Other composites
Aluminium
Titanium
Figure 2.2: Sandwich construction panel (Georgiadis et al., 2008)
Figure 2.3: Foam core type of sandwich panel
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Figure 2.4: Honeycomb panels (Nauticexpo, 2014)
The core of a sandwich structure is generally divided into 4 types: (1) foam or solid
core as Figure 2.3, (2) honeycomb core as Figure 2.4, (3) web core and (4) truss core.
Especially, honeycomb type contains various features of core style and size, and has been
widely utilized in floor and wall materials in many vehicles and buildings because of its
material characteristics such as high strength-to-weight ratio, stiffness, energy absorption
and other properties. Actually, since the ancient times, Greek mathematicians knew about
the advantages of honeycomb. Paper honeycomb was made by the Japanese who used it
for ornaments in Tanabata festival. In 1900s and 1910s, 2 basic techniques for honeycomb
manufacturing (expansion and corrugation) have been invented (Bitzer, 1997) . Until now,
they are also the general methods of honeycomb production. The problem of honeycomb
structure is that its in-plane is relatively weak when compared to out-of-plane loading.
The second problem is that both two manufacturing methods require polymer adhesive,
causing fire and lower the shear deformation. In the next Subsection, we will see that truss
core structure can fix these problems.
2.1.2 Truss core panel
Truss core panel (TCP) is a panel that has a periodical indent (it is called core, as illustrated
in red triangle in Figure 2.8 ) on every other title on a grid. By using various geometric
patterns, there are a lot of model of TCP as Figure 2.5.
The necessary of TCP is came from the disadvantages of honeycomb mentioned in
Subsection 2.1.1. The reason of the admirable stiffness of honeycomb is that, it is a mass
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Figure 2.5: Different type of TCP
of vertical hexagonal blocks which are neighbor to each other. The original idea of truss
core panel is that blocks are arranged in tilt direction instead of vertical, therefore strong
in both in-plane and out-of-plane direction. Recent researches prove that TCP is a light
saving structure, having same bending stiffness with honeycomb panels, better aspects in
shear strength and in in-plane compressive load and over more, it can be produced without
any of adhesives ( Tokura and Hagiwara (2008); Saito and Nojima (2007) ).
Recently, some developments are concerning TCP called pyramidal lattice panel, that
the material is only at the lateral edge (Figure 2.6). The optimized geometry of this type is
better than honeycombs in terms of shear and bending, but the performance just works in
small deformations (Wicks and Hutchinson (2001); Gibson and Ashby (1999)). Lee et al.
(2006) showed that at the large deformations (at nominal strain of 0.3), the material strain
rate hardening and micro inertia effect significantly involves to the total energy.
The superb advantage of TCP compared to other sandwich structures is that the two
single-TCP can be faced each other to get the new structure that the edge of each core
(tetrahedra, octahedra,...) meet the another one (As Figure 2.7 ). Therefore, the new
structure called double-TCP becomes even much stronger than before. The connection
between these structures can be achieved by spot welding. However, the forming process
of TCP is still a challenge for investigators.
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Figure 2.6: Holed-TCP model (Rathbun et al., 2004)
Figure 2.7: Space filling by tetrahedra model
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Figure 2.8: Truss core panel
2.1.3 Previous work of TCP’s manufacturing
There are some traditional TCP production techniques, included press molding, hydro-
forming, and superplastic forming. Nonetheless, the too low cost-effectiveness of super-
plastic forming together with the simple press molding cause high strain at the top of the
core, so a previous research has found out a method called multi-stage forming to manu-
facture a TCP using many stages with different kinds of punches. Besides, there still exist
some problems. The limitation of the forming make it only be able to manufacture struc-
ture having aspect ratio below 0.29 (Tokura and Hagiwara (2008)). In double-TCP type,
the shape of core is a regular triangular pyramid, whose ratio is 0.72. It is indispensable
to fill the spaces among sheet skins in the triangular pyramid core of TCP. Moreover, the
higher the ratio is, the larger the vertical stiffness of TCP is. Furthermore, forming press is
probably the cause of the springback phenomenon, taking such a long time to achieve high
accuracy in die manufacturing process. Therefore, in high-variety low-volume, the press is
not recommended.
2.1.4 Springback phenomenon
Springback is the phenomenon that the elastic component of the formed part is recovered
after unloading, theoretically exist in every process that involves plastic deformation (Cimolin
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Figure 2.9: The elastic deformation of Steel I and II (Ghaei, 2010)
et al., 2008) . The mechanism of the phenomenon can be described as Figure 2.9. The punch
pushes the material an increasing stress, leading to the increase of the strain. When the
stress exceeds the yield stress at point A1 in case of Steel I and A2 in case of Steel II, the
material penetrates the non-reversible change of shape called plastic deformation. How-
ever, if releasing the stress slowly (for example at point B1 and B2), the material’s strain
is reduced gradually (follow line B1D1, B2D2), and the segments OD1 and OD2 are the
permanent deformations of the material called residual deformation. As a result, the ma-
terials ”come back” from the loading conditions with amounts of ∆I and ∆II , giving
the springback. The springback depends also on the tool shape, contact friction condition,
material properties, thickness of sheet, sector angle and so on (Panthi et al., 2010). In the
Figure 2.9, the strength of Steel II is higher than Steel I’s one, causing ∆II is higher than
∆I . In other words, the stronger material makes higher springback effectiveness. Moreover,
when increasing the Elastic modulus E, the leaning of the line D1B1 and D2B2 is bigger,
resulting springback decreasing.
The determination of process parameters are carried out by trial and error procedure,
causing time-consuming experiments (Cho et al., 2003). The compensation of springback is
essential for the accuracy of the forming process. Liu developed a technique called ”double-
bend” for u-bending: bending the channel walls twice at different site cause a residual
srpingback θ and θ′, and the final residual springback is the now θ − θ′ instead of θ(Liu,
1984). Ogawa and others develop a practical V-bending process to exploit a springback-
less phenomenon (Ogawa et al., 2006). Ogawa and Yoshida found out that increasing
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bottoming load can reduce the amount of springback in case of U-bending, especially at
the corner (Ogawa and Yoshida, 2012). Karafillis and Boyce firstly investigate a numerical
approach that calculates the springback amount by finite element and then modifies the
design of tools (Karafillis and Boyce, 1992). Despite the developing of numerical analysis,
the prediction of springback in sheet metal forming is a challenge for researchers ( Peng
et al. (2013); Jamli et al. (2014); Dezˇelak et al. (2013) ). In complicated shape such as
Origami structure, there are not any concerning researches until now.
2.2 Manufacturing method by bending
In this method, Origami forming mentioned in Section 1.2 is approached. In particularly,
TCP is accounted as an 3D shape, then firstly we try to segment the 3D shape to several
parts that is unfoldable, and deploy every parts into 2D sheet. After that, a blank of
material is cut as the shape of 2D sheet, and be bent to get the desired 3D shape. The
cutline of each part and between parts can be ”glued” by welding. In this paper, TCP is
segmented as Figure 2.10: cores having the same measurement and a large plate. Therefore,
the cores of TCP can be produced separately to increase the manufacturing limit.
The forming process of TCP is divided into 2 main operations as Figure 2.11 : (1)Core
forming (forming each core) and (2)Panel forming (welding cores to the plate). In the
first operation, we initially deploy the required 3D shape of the core to 2D development
drawing, and then cut the blank to this drawing. After that, the blank is bent to the core.
In the remaining operation, we arrange these cores to the plate by laser welding.
In this section, the operation of forming the core will be discussed further because of
its importance, comprising 2 processes: blank preparation and bending process.
2.2.1 Blank preparation process
From the 3D shape of objective core, cut-line is selected and then deployed to 2D devel-
opment. In order to easily join after bending process, we decided that the cut line is a
perpendicular line of a triangular side of the pyramid core as Figure 2.12. After that, the
blank is formed by cutting to the above 2D drawing from a sheet metal whose thickness is
the same as the required thickness of the core.
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Figure 2.10: The segmentation of TCP
Figure 2.11: The sequence and main operations in the new method of forming TCP
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Figure 2.12: Deployment from 3D core to 2D sheet
Figure 2.13: Bending tools
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Table 2.1: List of bending tools
Number Tool
textcircled1, 3○ Vertical punches
2○ Upper plunger
4○, 9○ Horizontal punches
5○, 8○ Side plungers
6○ Die
7○ Center plunger
2.2.2 Bending process
In the next process, the blank is bent at 3 lateral edges (Figure 2.12 ) of pyramid shape.
The tools of bending process are 4 punches, 4 plungers and die as Table 2.1, arrange as
Figure 2.13 and move as 4 steps below:
• Step-1 Bending at the center of the blank by using manipulator (Figure 2.14 ): the
punch-1, punch-3 and the plunger-2 move in vertical direction (axis z), bending the
blank at the center lateral edge. The Figure 2.14 only shows the manipulator for the
punch-1, but the manipulators of the punch-3 and plunger-2 are similar.
• Step-2 Bending at the right-side of the blank (Figure 2.15 ): the punch-4 moves from
the right to the left in the horizontal direction (axis y), bending the blank at the
right lateral edge and return to the starting point. Then the plunger-5 pushes the
region of right lateral edge to get the accurate shape.
• Step-3 Bending at the left-side of the blank: similarly, the punch and the plunger
push the blank at the left lateral edge.
• Step-4 Joining at faying surface : To forge the faying surfaces (at the overlap at the
cut-line)
2.2.3 Fixing interference problem
In order to avoid the interference between tools and blank, the tools design and its move-
ment is modified at step 2 and 3. For example, the Figure 2.16 shows the interference that
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Figure 2.14: Movement at step-1
Figure 2.15: Movement at step-2
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Figure 2.16: The modification of tool 3○ to avoid interference
Figure 2.17: The change of the shape of tools
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the zone 1 and zone 2 of the punch-3 hit the punch-4 at the step 2. The zone 1 is deleted,
while the zone 2 will be return to the starting point before the beginning of step-2. So the
punch-3 is modified as Figure 2.16 (c), avoiding the interference with the punch-4. The
Figure 2.17(a) and (a1) shows the interference of punch-4 and punch-3 as the Figure 2.16
(a). And after changing the the design, it can be seen at Figure 2.17 (b), (c), (c1) that the
punch-4 do not touch the punch-3 anymore. The other punches are modified similarly.
• Step-1 The punch-1-1, 1-2, 3-1, 3-2 and the plunger-2 push the blank to the die-6 in
the direction of axis z.Then the punch-1-1 and 3-1 return to the starting point.
• Step-2 The punch-4 moves in the direction of axis y to bend the blank at the right
lateral edge, then the plunger 5 pushes the region of right lateral edge. After that,
the punch-4 returns to the starting point.
• Step-3 Bending at the left-side of the blank: similarly, the punch-9 and the plunger-8
push the blank at the left lateral edge. Then the punch-9 returns to the starting
point.
• Joining at faying surface.
2.3 Tools and blank
As shown in Figure 2.18 , the objective core shape is a regular triangular pyramid. The
length L is 65mm, the bending radius R at 3 lateral edges is 5mm, and the thickness t is
1mm. The altitude h in this case will be 46.48mm, so the aspect ratio is 0.72, exceeding
the limit of the conventional method. We use 2 kinds of materials with their properties are
indicated in Table 2.2. Based on Power law, the equivalent stress is given as follows:
σ = F (yp + p)
n (2.1)
yp = (
σy
F
)
1
n (2.2)
Where is p is equivalent strain, yp is yield strain, F is strength factor, n is hardening
exponent.
The material the tools are also steel, with the Young’s modulus 205.8GPa, density
7.9 × 103kg/m3, Poisson’s radio 0.3. In the simulation, the tools are rigid body so the
relative displacement of each node in a tool from the center of mass is constant.
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Figure 2.18: The core of TCP
Table 2.2: Material properties
Items Steel I Steel II
Youngs modulus( Gpa): E 206 208
Poissons radio 0.3 0.3
Yield stress( MPa) 412 497
Tensile strength( MPa) 780 780
Density(kg/m3) 7800 7800
n-value 0.15 0.098
F -value 600 797
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Figure 2.19: Stress-Strain response of Steel I and Steel II
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, firstly we first briefly describe TCP structure based on the space filling
theory. The most outstanding advantage of TCP is that by combining two TCP, a core
of a panel fills up a hole of another panel, making the structure stronger. The filling
condition is that the core is a regular triangular pyramid, meaning that the aspect ratio is
approximately 0.72. After that, we focus on recent methods of TCP manufacturing. While
the cost of hydro-forming and superplastic forming are too high, the maximum aspect ratio
of press forming is only 0.29. In order to get higher aspect ratio, a new approach based
on origami-forming mentioned in Chapter 1 is applied. Through using 1 die and 8 tools
including punches and plungers, a core can be made from a blank of metal by bending,
and then we weld all cores into a plate to get an TCP. Bending steps and tools’ shape are
considered to fix the interference between tools. In Chapter 3, the validation of the new
method, tools arrangement and countermeasure for springback will be discussed.
Chapter 3
Simulation of TCP manufacturing
3.1 Analysis model
This problem is a static analysis of plastic deformation, but the nonlinear of contact and
large-deformation make it a more difficult static analysis (Tuda and Hagiwara, 1998).
Therefore, the movement of tools slows down and the problem is modified as quasi-static
model. The equations of motion are
Mu¨+ Cu˙+ Ku = fext (3.1)
Where M is mass matrix, C is damping matrix, K is stiffness matrix, and fext is
external force, u represents displacement. There are commonly two types of approach
to solve Equation 3.1. The explicit approach is an easily implemented scheme since the
solution at time t + ∆t depends on only quantities at time t. On the other hand, the
implicit approach is a scheme that finds the solution by solving an equation involving all
states of the system. In this paper, the two popular methods representing two approaches
are compared: central difference method and Wilsonθ method.
Central Difference method
In central difference method, from Taylor expansions
ut+∆t = ut + ∆tu˙t +
∆t2
2
u¨t + . . . (3.2)
ut−∆t = ut −∆tu˙t + ∆t
2
2
u¨t − . . . (3.3)
From Equation 3.2 and 3.3,
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u¨t =
1
∆t2
(ut+∆t − 2ut + ut−∆t) (3.4)
u˙t =
1
2∆t
(ut+∆t − ut−∆t) (3.5)
Thus,
ut+∆t =
(
1
∆t2
Mt +
1
2∆t
Ct
)−1 [(
2
∆t2
Mt −Kt
)
ut −
(
1
∆t2
Mt − 1
2∆t
Ct
)
ut−∆t
]
(3.6)
The Equation 3.6 is rewritten as
ut+∆t = K
−1
t Pt (3.7)
where,
Kt =
1
∆t2
Mt +
1
2∆t
Ct (3.8)
Pt =
(
2
∆t2
Mt −Kt
)
ut −
(
1
∆t2
Mt − 1
2∆t
Ct
)
ut−∆t (3.9)
From the Equation 3.7, we can obtain ut+∆t from ut and ut−∆t. Kt only depends on
Mt and Ct. Mass matrix Mt is a diagonal matrix, then if Ct is also a diagonal matrix, it
is not necessary to solve a system of simultaneous equations.
Wilsonθ method
The Wilsonθ method is an implicit approach that the acceleration is assumed to vary
linearly on the interval [t, t+ ∆t]
u¨t+r = u¨t +
r
θ∆t
(u¨t+θ∆t − u¨t) (3.10)
Hence
u˙t+r = u˙t + ru¨t +
r2
2θ∆t
(u¨t+θ∆t − u¨t) (3.11)
ut+r = ut + ru˙t +
r2
2
u¨t +
r3
6θ∆t
(u¨t+θ∆t − u¨t) (3.12)
Setting r = θ∆t, we get
Kt+θ∆tu¨t+θ∆t = Pt+θ∆t (3.13)
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where,
Kt+θ∆t = Mt+θ∆t +
θ∆t
2
Ct+θ∆t +
θ2∆t2
6
Kt+θ∆t (3.14)
Pt+θ∆t = −Ct+θ∆tu˙t −Kt+θ∆tut + Pt+θ∆t (3.15)
In the Equation 3.13, Kt+θ∆t has element K which is a non diagonal matrix, hence
Kt+θ∆t is a non diagonal matrix too. Therefore, in Wilsonθ method, we have to solve a
system of simultaneous equations.
The most outstanding advantage of implicit method is that the stability maintains over
a large time step. For example, the Wison θ method is unconditionally stable for θ ≥ 1.37,
and θ = 1.40 is often selected in practice (Logan, 2011) . Nonetheless, in case of large
models, the implicit method requires very large bandwidth and calculation time for each
step, because it has to solve a system of simultaneous equations mentioned above. In this
paper, the explicit central difference method is used. Each step of algorithm only requires
the memory of the last two displacements. However, in the central difference method, for
a given geometric dimension, the stability constrains impose a maximum limit on time
step. The stability limit of each element i can be obtained by Courant-Friedrichs- Levvy
condition as
∆ti <
∆Li
ci
(3.16)
Where ci =
√
Ei/ρi is the wave speed, Ei is the Youngs modulus, ρi is the density, ∆Li
is the smallest geometric dimension of element i. The time step of the simulation∆t is the
smallest of all ∆ti.
A common way to decrease the calculating time by increasing the ci is mass scaling,
which means scaling the model inertia ρi while keeping the stiffness constant Ei. However,
this leads to some unwanted inertia effects in the structure. In this paper, the selective
mass scaling method is used. Initially, an ideal time step ∆tideal is set, and only adds mass
on those elements whose ∆ti are less than ∆tideal. As a consequence, the time step of
simulation becomes equal to ∆tideal. Particularly, after setting ∆tideal = 2.25× 10−7 s, the
percentage of added mass reaches an acceptable proportion 2.44%. Furthermore, reduced
integration elements are also used to avoid volumetric locking.
The blank is divided into 4 layers of solid elements along thickness direction. The
8-node hexahedron type and 6-node pentahedron type of element are used to illustrate
the blank. To improve simulation accuracy, as showed in Figure 3.1 , I preferentially use
hexahedron elements at region having large deformation in bending process (The yellow
region in Figure 3.1 ), such as the lateral edges, the zone which overlaps after bending, the
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Figure 3.1: Finite element analysis model of the blank
Figure 3.2: Finite element analysis model of the tool
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zone near the apex. Total amount of elements is 10080.
Tools arrangement is as illustrated in Figure 3.2 , the die-6 is fixed, punches and plun-
gers are worked as Section 2 above. Besides, we model all die, punches and plungers by
shell model, so that the calculation amount and time can be shortened. In addition, the
movement of punch- 1, plunger-2 and punch-3 are the same, so it is opportune to unite
these tools to one punch. The inside bend radius R of 3 lateral edges of the objective core
is 5mm, so the outside curve radius R1 of 3 lateral edges of the die-6 is 5mm, and the
inside curve radius R2 of plunger-5, plunger-8 are offset from these R 5mm by adding
blank thickness t 1mm. In order to avoid stress concentration to the blank, we set curve R
5mm for all punches at the contact region with the blank. All tools are modeled as shells
by 4 node rectangle elements. The element size at flat surfaces and at curved surfaces are
2mm and 0.5mm respectively. The total number of tools elements is 28359.
All tools are operated by bending process as explained above and each of their movement
is linear motion with constant velocity.
3.2 Two type of tools arrangement
At step-1 and step-2 of bending process, there are 2 ways called type A and type B of
arrangement of the side-punches (punch-4, punch-9). Type A (see Figure 3.3 ) is the op-
eration which these side-punches are arranged and moved in horizontal direction (Axis y).
In type B (see Figure 3.4 ), these side punches are arranged and moved in direction per-
pendicular to the lateral edge of the pyramid. In this section, we compare the arrangement
and find out the proper solution.
These two types are compared in both shape accuracy and fracture risk. The evaluation
factor of shape accuracy is the angle φ between two bottom lines of the edges after step-3
as Figure 3.5 . Gap-1 is defined as the gap between faying surfaces, and gap-2 is the gap
between the core and the triangular grid plate. The further from 180◦ φ is, the bigger
the two gaps are, causing problems in forging at step-4 and welding at completing TCP
process.
We simulate 4 cases by changing material, thickness of blank and bending radius (as
Table 3.1 ) with an aim to see if these factors affects the results. Figure 3.6 shows the
comparison of the angle φ after bending process between 2 types. It can be seen that under
all circumstances, the angle φ in type B is far near the target (red line) than the one in
type A. The error between the angle φ of type B and the target in all cases are no more
than 0.25◦, whereas the ones of type A are lower, particularly in case 3 the error is more
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Figure 3.3: Tools arrangement of type A
Figure 3.4: Tools arrangement of type B
Table 3.1: The calculating cases
Case Material Thickness (mm) Bending radius (mm)
1 Steel I 1.0 5.0
2 Steel II 1.0 5.0
3 Steel II 1.0 2.5
4 Steel II 1.2 5.0
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Figure 3.5: The angle φ between two bottom lines of the edge
Figure 3.6: Angle φ in case of 2 types
than 3.5◦. For example the comparison in the gap-1 (faying surface) in case 1, the gap-1 of
type A is more curved and wider than the one of type B (as Figure 3.7). Specifically, the
gap distribution of type B is 0.29 0.42mm, while the one of type A is -0.27(*) 0.77mm. (
Note (*): the negative number means that the overlap happens at faying surface.
The evaluation factor of fracture risk is the Von-Mises stress of blank after step-2 of
forming process. In type B, the side punches contact with blank at the whole region of the
lateral edges, while in type A the contact regions between side punches and blank are in
a small zone, and they are moved from the bottom to the top of the pyramid. In other
words, the contact area between side punches and blank in type B is wider than in type
A, resulting the stress of blank in type B is smaller. Figure 3.8 illustrates Von-Mises stress
of blank after step-2 in case 1. The yellow and red regions (meaning the stress is 500 MPa
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Figure 3.7: Gap 1 in case 1 of 2 types
Figure 3.8: Von-Mises stress distribution of the blank at step-2 of forming process
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and above) in type A are larger than in type B. The maximum Von-Mises stress of blank in
type B is 520.88 MPa, while the one in type A is 678.53 MPa, which increases the fracture
risk.
From the above comparisons, we conclude that the tools arrangement as type B creates
more accurate shape and reduces fracture risk.
3.3 Method validation
For the feasibility study of the new method, Von-Mises stress distribution of the blank
right after each step in bending process was investigated by FEM simulation in cases from
Table 3.1 to see whether there appears any places whose Von-Mises stress is larger than the
Tensile strength 780MPa of the two materials. According to the conclusion from Section
3.2, type B of tools arrangement is used.
The Von-Mises stress distribution of the blank in forming process in case 1 is presented
in Figure 3.9 . The stress is noticeable at the top and the lateral side of the blank, but
still lower than the Tensile strength 780MPa. From the graph of the maximum Von-Mises
stress in all cases in Figure 3.10, all the maximum Von-Mises stress is lower than the tensile
strength (red line). It can be concluded that the blank is not damaged.
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Figure 3.9: The Von-Mises stress distribution of the blank in forming process in case 1
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Figure 3.10: The maximum Von-Mises stress in all cases
3.4 Springback effect
In sheet metal bending process, springback effect is generally inevitable, increasing cost
and wasting time in manufacturing. It depends on material properties, thickness of the
blank, bending angle, objective shape etc. This section deals with the springback effect on
this new method forming process and then develops its solution.
Figure 3.11 shows the evaluation of the springback. We create 3 transverse section
parallel to the base of the pyramid. The top, middle, bottom sections will make at the
center lateral edge 3 angle θT , θM , θB respectively. The set (θT , θM , θB) is the evaluation
of the springback. The ideal value of these angle is 60◦. According to the previous section,
tools arrangement as type B is chosen for bending process. We simulate case 1 of Table 3.1
to observe the springback effect. The result of (θT , θM , θB) is (60.33
◦, 60.52◦, 60.57◦). Errors
with the ideal value 60◦ in all angle is larger than ±0.2◦. When looking at the Von-Mises
stress distribution of the blank right after bending process in Figure 3.12, the plastic zone
(yellow and red area whose stress is above yield stress 497MPa) is very narrow, causing
springback due to elastic recovery.
There are some of its countermeasures such as: conducting an additional process that
changes stress distribution of blank; changing forming process or tools; changing product
design. In this study, we reduce springback effect by putting additional pressure to the
blank in the plate thickness direction. The measurement of the model is based on case 1
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Figure 3.11: The evaluation of the springback
Figure 3.12: The Von-Mises stress distribution of the blank right after bending process
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of the magnitude of the springback
in Table 3. We carry out the simulation with additional pressure compresses the thickness
of blank from 0.00mm to 0.008mm.
Figure 3.13 is the graph of the changes of the evaluation of the springback (θT , θM ,
θB) when the thickness of blank is reduced. It can be seen that when increasing the tR, all
results of (θT , θM , θB) are getting closer to the ideal value 60
◦ . From tR 0.004mm, the
errors are within ±0.2◦ ,meaning that the springback effect is controlled. The reason is that,
the more reduction thickness is, the more elastic zone causing springback phenomenon is
converted to plastic zone.
As the Von-Mises stress of blank at right after the step 4 of bending process have been
showed in Fig. 19, in case of tR 0.01mm, the residual stress distribution is in substantially
uniform state, whereas in case of tR 0.04mm and 0.05mm the Von-Mises stress at lateral
edges vary dramatically (at red circle). The difference is clearly seen as the reason for the
increasing of springback ratio in case tR 0.04mm and tR 0.05mm.
Moreover, the effectiveness of the countermeasure between two type of materials steel
I and steel II are compared to investigate the influence of material. Firstly, we carry out
finite element analysis to simulate and then confirm the results through analytical solution.
From the simulation data of case 1 and 2, the comparison is showed as Figure 3.13 with
the middle bent angle θM is the evaluation and the target is that the errors between θM and
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ideal value 60◦ is within ±0.1◦ . It is comprehensible that when pushing the blank harder
(increasing tR), the θM of steel II gradually decreases far from target, whereas the one of
steel I fluctuates around the target. In other words, by this countermeasure, the springback
effect is better reduced in case of steel I. The preeminence of steel I compared to steel I
is confirmed through analytical solution for simple model. In particular, we calculate the
bent angle after step III of bending process, so the model is simplified as the V-bending
process model. The bending springback is as follow (Nagata and Yagimoto, 2010)
∆θ
θ
=
3
n+ 2
F
E
(
2R
t
)1−n (3.17)
Where F,E, n is as Table 2.2, while θ, ∆θ, R and t is bending angle, the difference
between desired bend angle and final bend angle, bend radius, thickness of blank respect-
ively. From the material properties of the two materials, the value of right side of Equation
3.17 in case of steel I and II are 14.39 and 18.30 respectively. It means that the angle
change quantity in case steel I is smaller. In other words, the springback effect on steel I
is smaller than on steel II. It can be seen that the conclusion is on the same trend as the
result from the calculation.
3.5 Improvement of unfolding method by origami struc-
ture
The unfolding method mentioned in Section 2.2 is bending every cores and welding to
the plate to get the truss core panel. The most outstanding advantage of this method is
the ability to produce core whose high aspect is high. But it requires too many steps of
welding, reducing the strength of the product. In this Section, we modify the segmentation
to get a fewer cutline, by applying the unfolding technique of origami art. In the previous
Sections, the cut line is the perpendicular line of a triangular side of the pyramid core as
Figure 2.12 , making the welding process become easier. But the cutting method merges
the number of facets of every core from 3 to 4, increasing the complexity of the mission.
Therefore, in this Section, the cut line is set at one lateral edge of the pyramid core as
Figure 3.14. Then, an unfold process is proposed from this cutting strategy.
3.5.1 Core forming in new unfolding method
Bending tools including punches and plungers are used to produce the pyramid core. Similar
to the above works, the bending tools are as Figure 3.15: a die, 5 punches, and 3 plungers.
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Figure 3.14: New deployment from 3 D core to 2D sheet for 1 core.
Figure 3.15: Bending tools
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Figure 3.16: Finite element analysis model of the blank in new cutting method
They move as 4 steps below:
• Step-1 Pushing one facet of the blank: the punch-1 pushes the blank to the die-4 in
the horizontal direction.
• Step-2 Bending at the right-side of the blank: the punch-2 bend the blank at the right
side, then the plunger-3 pushes the region of right lateral edge to get the accurate
shape.
• Step-3 Bending at the left-side of the blank: similarly, the punch-9 and the plunger-8
push the blank at the left lateral edge.
• Step-4 Joining at faying surface : The punch-5, punch-7 and plunger-6 push the blank
at the middle lateral edge.
In step 2 and 3, after pushing the blank, punch-2 and punch-9 return to the initial
positions to avoid interference with other tools. From the comparing results in Section 3.2,
the two punches are also arranged that is perpendicular to the lateral side of pyramid core.
A simulation modeling is made to validate the proposed bending method. The design
objective core has the same measurement and material as Section 2.3. Figure 3.16 and 3.17
show the Finite element analysis model of the blank and tools. All tools are modeled as shell
elements, and the punch-5, punch-6 and punch-7 is united as one part, reducing calculation
time. The Von-Mises stress distribution of the blank in forming process is illustrated in
Figure 3.18. It can be seen that the Von-Mises stresses of the blank during the forming
process are all lower than the tensile strength 780MPa, meaning that the risk of crack is
clear.
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Figure 3.17: Finite element analysis model of the tools in new cutting method
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Figure 3.18: The Von-Mises stress distribution of the blank in forming process
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of the error Eθ in case tR = 0.00mm and tR = 0.03mm
In the next stage, the effectiveness on the springback phenomenon of additional pressure
method mentioned in Section 3.4 in the new cutting method is carefully checked. The
springback effects are compared in two specific cases: tR = 0.00mm (it means there is not
any additional pressure) and tR = 0.03mm ( the additional pressure reduces the thickness
of the blank by 0.03mm). From the simulation, we get a set of 3 angles at the top, the
middle and the bottom of 2 two bending zones (θT , θM , θB) (defined in Section 3.4) in
both cases. Besides, the evaluation of the comparison is the absolute error between the
ideal angle 60◦ and these angle Eθ =| 60◦ − θx |. The Eθ is as Figure 3.19. In all angles
at the top, the middle and the bottom in both the right and the left side, Eθ in case
tR = 0.03mm is smaller than in case tR = 0.00mm. Thus, it is clear that the additional
pressure plays a considerable role in reducing the springback phenomenon.
3.5.2 Panel forming in the new cutting method
In the above Subsection, the forming process for one core in new cutting strategy is dis-
cussed. In this subsection, based on the above results, we presents a new unfolding method
for the whole panels. The idea is to segment the TCP into core layers as Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.20: New segmentation of TCP
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Figure 3.21: New deployment from 3D core to 2D sheet for 1 layer
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Figure 3.22: Comparison between two cutting method
Firstly, we produce every core layers and then connect them by welding.
Figure 3.21 shows the folding mechanism of the core layer. The Figure 3.21 a) is the
2D flat pattern of a core layer: grey triangles are the facets of cores, yellow triangles are
the plate of the blank, blue lines are bend lines, red lines are cut lines. For example, by
bending at the blue lines between facet 1 and 2, 2 and 3, red lines of facet 1 and facet 3
are overlap. When welding that overlap zone, we get a pyramid core without base from
3 facets 1, 2 and 3, then bend at the blue line between facet 3 and 4 to get the shape
as Figure 3.21 b). The forming process of one core can be conducted as Subsection 3.5.1.
Similarly, we get the core from facets (5, 6, 7) and (9, 10, 11) and so on to get the core
layer as Figure 3.21 c).
Compared with stamping (pressing), the disadvantage of the origami-forming is the
weakness of the structure because of welding. Therefore, cutting method should be con-
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Table 3.2: Comparison between two unfolding method in case of TCP of 18 cores
Number of welding steps Total length of welding line (mm)
Old unfolding method 36 4523
New unfolding method 21 2145
sidered to get as few welding line as possible. A TCP of 18 pyramid cores (side length of
core is l = 65mm) as Figure 3.22 a). The cutting pattern of old and new cutting method
are as Figure 3.22 b) and c), respectively. In the old unfolding method, every pyramid core
needs 1 welding step at the cut line and 1 welding step at the boundary of the base to fix
the core to the plate. On the other hand, in the new unfolding method, every core needs 1
welding step at the lateral cut line and all core layers need welding steps to connect to each
other. The comparison result is shown in Table 3.2. The old unfolding method requires a
larger amount of welding steps than the new one. Moreover, the total length of welding
line in the case of old unfolding method is proximately 4523mm, more than twice as long
as the new one. It means that, the new unfolding method provides a better solution for
the TCP’s bending process than the old one.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we find out several crucial conclusions relating to manufacturing TCP
utilizing origami-forming by simulation. Since the problem is considered as quasi-static
problem, a model of forming process is built and calculated by FEM. Moreover, central
difference method contributes to solve the equations of motion, and also the calculating
time is also considerably reduced thanks to the selective scaling method.
Firstly, by comparing different types, we points out that tools arrangement that the side
punches move in direction perpendicular to the lateral edge (type B) makes finished product
of core easier for welding and lower stress distribution. The result of simulation indicates
that the maximums of Von-Mise stress in all cases are below the tensile strength. In other
words, the blank is not damaged during the bending process. Moreover, a countermeasure
for springback is considered. The idea is that adding pressure to the blank in direction of
its thickness expands the plastic region of the blank, hence it reduces the effectiveness of
elastic region after bending. From simulation results, it can be seen that the effect of the
countermeasure is noticeable.
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At first glance, the idea of applying origami-forming to TCP manufacturing does not
make sense, because of the requirement of complicated steps. However, it is an effective
way to produce TCP satisfying the space filling condition. An improvement of the new
method is presented in Section 3.5. In particular, instead of separating into different cores,
new segmentation divides the TCP into layers of cores. We find out a method to fold the
layers with any length of cores from just one flat blank. As a consequence, the improvement
reduces the welding and positioning steps in comparison with the method mentioned in
Chapter 2.
Chapter 4
Manufacturing with
robotics:Technology Development
4.1 Introduction of robot system
In previous chapters, origami-forming has been presented. For stiff materials such as steel,
we need manufacturing robot because of the essential power and mass production. In case
of TCP, as shown in Chapter 2 and 3, robots combined from tools of punches and plungers
are enough to produce the core. However, this type of robot can be only employed for
TCP. If we want to produce various shapes, another robot should be considered designing
to fix the objective. This type of robot will not be economical, especially in short product
lifecycle and small batch production.
The idea appears to be that there is one reconfigurable robot possibly folding every
shape by origami-forming. For weak materials like paper and carton, Dai et al. developed
a reconfigurable robotic device for origami packaging, based on providing high degree of
reconfigurability with minimum number of motors to be controlled ( Dai and Caldwell
(2010); Yao and Dai (2012) ) . As Figure 4.1 , the robotic system is a set of 4 fingers:
two 3-DOF fingers ( finger 1 and 2) and two 2-DOF finger (finger 3 and 4). Based on the
understanding the essence of human dexterity, illustrated in Figure 4.2, Yokokohji proposed
a robot system having 4 fingers: two 3-DOF fingers and two 4-DOF that able to fold a
origami frog (Yokokohji, 2013) .
For strong materials like sheet metal, Wang proposed a decomposition approach by
dividing forming process of sheet metal blank into cutting, bending and assembly processes,
then finding unfold bend steps that avoid collisions with tools (Wang, 1997). There are
many researches trying to bend a blank with variety of shapes and bend-lines by one dual-
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Figure 4.1: A multi-finger robot for origami carton folding (Yao and Dai, 2012)
Figure 4.2: A multi-finger robot for folding origami frog (Yokokohji, 2013)
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Figure 4.3: Measuring radioactivity of cylindrical waste by a dual manipulator system
(Aomura et al., 2008)
arm robot mimicking human action. Gupta and et al. presented an automated process
planning for sheet metal bending operations (Gupta et al., 1998) . Aomura and et al.
developed sheet metal bending by a dual-arm robot, and an process of planning co-operative
motion to measure the radioactivity of wastes produced in decommissioning a nuclear power
plant ( Aomura et al. (2008); Koshiba et al. (2011) ). As Figure 4.3, the dual-arm robot has
two 7-DOF arms (fingers). However, dual-arm robot just conducts simple missions such as
grasping, moving and regrasping, a press machine does the bending process. The reason
are: (1) bending requires a high force of fingers to grasp the blank during the process,
which is very difficult because of the shape limitation of end effectors; (2) in case of ductile
materials such as aluminum alloys, the cracking and fracture during bending process should
be considered. Dealing with problem (1), Takizawa et al. proposed a technique providing a
V-shaped groove by cutting called Vcut bending (Takizawa, 1990). However, this method
dramatically reduces the strength of the part because of high effect of stress concentration
by V-shape groove. As a result, problem (2) becomes more serious. Ogawa and Makinouchi
then presented a method of forming V-shape groove by pressing a V-shaped punch onto
the sheet metal, but it leads to a consequence of high springback (Ogawa, 1999) .
Recently, Gregory has developed a method using a cutting machine to cut groove, and
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Figure 4.4: Bending aluminium alloys by RoboFold
then two 6-DOF industrial robots (called RoboFold as Figure 4.4 ) for complex folding of
metal sheets (Gregory, 2014) . Two arms of RoboFold grasp the blank by vacuum gripper.
However, this study is not suitable for manufacturing product such as mechanical part
requiring high accuracy. The blank grasped by vacuum gripper needs to be processed and
does not have a rough surface. When the bending force is high, the suction cups that
generally are made by rubber will be deformed.
In this study, we propose a robot system as shown in Figure 4.5 . Firstly, after receiving
design data, a computer creates processing model, then calculates the simulation and finds
out the groove shape and grasping method, based on supporting of human. While a dual-
arm robot produces the bending process, cameras observe the movements of robot and
blank and send data to a computer, the computer analyses the data and send feedback to
control forming process.
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Figure 4.5: Origami robot system
4.2 Handling system
Gripper is one of the most significant parts of origami robot. In general, the gripper can be
classified into 3 types: mechanical finger type, vacuum and magnetic type, universal type.
In this study, we choose mechanical finger type because of its simplicity in design and high
range of grasping force.
4.2.1 Gripper for weak material
The design of gripper for weak material is inspired by crab’s propodus. Crabs, which are
easily found in every ocean, are generally covered by a thick exoskeleton and popular with 2
strong chelaes that catch and crush the prey. According to the predator-prey race between
crabs and their preys such as shells, snails and molluscs, the propoduss becoming stronger
or faster depends on the type of preys (Behrens Yamada and G Boulding, 1998). The
Figure 4.6 shows the crushing mechanism of crab’s produlus. Dactyl (movalbe finger) is
a lever that rotates on a fulcrum by two muscles:muscle attaching on the flexor apodeme
for closing and muscle attaching on the extensor apodeme for gaping. The moments of
closing and gaping are Ff × lf and Fe × le respectively. The advantages of this structure
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Figure 4.6: Crushing mechanism of crab’s propudus
Figure 4.7: Gripper for weak material
Figure 4.8: Tranmission of force in gripper for weak material
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are: simple levers and mechanism, adaptation to particular ways of feeding. There two
typical types of propodus: (1) the long, sharp toothed chelae of swimming crabs, adapting
for catching fast moving prey (2) the heavy, blunt tooted chelae of xanthid crabs, dealing
with heavily armoured prey (Warner and Jones, 1976). For folding weak material that does
not necessary for high force, we choose type (1) of propodus .
Figure 4.7 demonstrates the design of gripper for weak material. The fix finger (yellow
part) and movable finger are inspired from pollex and dactyl respectively. Slider acts roles
of both extensor and flexor apodeme. When the slider moves to the right as red arrow, the
movable finger opens by rotating in counterclockwise direction (Figure 4.7 a) ). On the other
hand, when the slider moves to the left as black arrow, the movable finger closes by rotating
in clockwise direction (Figure 4.7 b) ). The power of slider may be hydraulic, pneumatic
or magnetic. In fact, the structure is a slider-crank mechanism, converting straight-line
motion of slider to rotary motion of movable finger. The transmission based on scheme in
Figure 4.8 from force of slider Fslider to torque of movable finger Tfinger is as below
Tfinger =
Fslider
cos(δ)
× sin(γ − δ)× lOB (4.1)
Where δ represents the inclination of connecting rod to the line of motion of slider, γ
represents the angular position of the crank (movable finger), and lOB is length of OB.
4.2.2 Gripper for strong material
Two robot hands are included in the handling system on both the left and the right side.
Each one contains a pair of palms (Figure 4.10 ), which the yellow robot grasps the blank,
and the green one rotates to bend the blank. Those two palms are shown as in Figure 4.9,
picking up the blank by the vertical force transformed from the actuator (screw, hydraulic
piston, pneumatic device, etc). The hand properties are based on the Robotiq robot gripper-
200, and the gripping force Pgrasp is 150 ∼ 750N(Robotiq, 2013). Additionally, a slide of
rubber is pasted at the contact zone of the finger tip, thus the fraction between the blank
and the hand is probably expanded.
The evaluation measurement of the slide between the blank and the hand is generally
the slide displacement lslide, yet it is intricate to identify this one in the analysis; so the
slide force Fslide at the contact zone is pointed out to be appropriate. Indeed, the more
Fslide is, the more the blank slides from the hand. However, right after the occurrence of
the slide, the Fslide drops significantly, causing several errors in evaluating operation. Also,
in this paper, the gripping force is scaled up enough to prevent the sliding, and a contact is
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Blank
Upper palm
Lower palm
Finger tip
Figure 4.9: The gripping mechanism of the handling system (Robotiq, 2013)
defined as slide if the slide force Fslide between two materials at the contact area is greater
than the force of static friction. The definition is governed by
Fslide < Pgrasp(max) × µs (4.2)
whereµs is the coefficient of static friction between material and rubber.
4.3 Analysis model
At the first step, this study focuses on common shape for industrial products: part of
automobile, home electric or box. The objective of the bending process is forming a flat
blank of aluminum into a component with bending angle 90◦ without cracking and fracture.
Because of the simplicity of the requirement, robot system is a set of two 3-DOF robots,
and the gripper for strong material in Subsection 4.2.2 is applied.
4.3.1 Material properties
In the analyzed model, the blank is a sheet aluminum alloys AA6061-T6 having length
90mm, width 70mm, thickness 1mm as Figure 4.10. The chemical compositions of the
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Figure 4.10: The shape of bending model
Table 4.1: Chemical compositions of AA6061-T6 (mass%) (Nakai and Yokoyama, 2011)
Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Ti Al
0.4-0.8 0.7 0.15-0.4 0.15 0.8-1.2 0.04-0.35 0.25 0.15 Bal.
Table 4.2: Mechanical properties of AA6061-T6 (Schwer, 2009)
ρ(/kg.mm−3) E(GPa) ν C1(MPa) C2(MPa) C3 N M
2.7× 10−6 69 0.3 324.1 113.8 0.002 0.42 1.34
Table 4.3: Fracture properties of AA6061-T6 (Schwer, 2009)
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5
-0.77 1.45 -0.47 0.00 -1.60
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material are as Table 4.1 and the mechanical properties is as Table 4.2. The stress-strain
curve is illustrated by the Johson-Cook material model as below (Johnson and Cook, 1985)
σ¯ = (C1 + C2¯p
N)(1 + C3ln˙
∗)(1− T ∗M) (4.3)
whereσ¯ is equivalent flow stress, ¯p is equivalent plastic strain, ˙
∗ = ˙/˙0 is the dimen-
sionless plastic strain rate for ˙0 = 1.0s
−1. The homologous temperature T ∗ is calculated
as
T ∗ =
T − Troom
Tmelt − Troom (4.4)
whereTmelt is the melt temperature, Troom is the temperature in the room. In this
simulation, the temperature is set T = Troom, thus T
∗ = 0. The parameters C1, C2, C3, N,M
are as Table 4.2. The strain at fracture and the fracture parameter are defined
failure = [D1 +D2exp(D3σ
∗)]× [1 +D4ln(˙∗)]× [1 +D5T ∗] (4.5)
D =
∑ ∆ˆ
failure
(4.6)
whereσ∗ is the dimensionless pressure-stress ratio. When D = 1.0 the fracture begin to
occur. The fracture parameters is as Table 4.3.
4.3.2 Finite element model
The analysis approach is as TCP analysis model in Section 3.1. The problem is modified
as a quasi-dynamic model and the selective mass scaling method is used.
The Figure 4.11 shows the mesh of the blank and the tools. In the model of the hand,
the arms of the robot, excepting the fingertips, are ignored. The fingertips are illustrated
as rigid shells model whose element sizes are 1mm. The left hand (grey color) constraints
the blank by a pressing between two rigid shells, while the right one (blue color) bends the
blank at the bend line. In the bending hand, the lower part is forced to rotate around the
bend line 90◦, and upper part presses the blank in the direction perpendicular with the
plane of the lower part.
The blank is described as a solid comprised of 6 layers of hexahedral element. As can
be seen from Figure 4.12, the size of the element is generally 0.5mm (yellow zone), but the
strain at the zone near the bend line is higher at bending process, so this zone is divided
in a stricter way. Specifically, the zone within ±4mm in direction of axis x from the bend
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Figure 4.11: The mesh of the blank and the tools
Figure 4.12: The mesh of the blank at the center zone
line (gray zone) is modeled as hexahedral element whose size is 0.16mm.
The total elements numbers of blank and hand are 423360 and 7840 respectively.
4.4 Type of grooving
There are 4 types of groove concerned in this thesis: semicircle, half of hexagon, gauss
distribution and rectangle. The idea of semicircle originates from the trace of the laser
beam. While, the half of hexagon is the polygon’s shape, that is close to the semicircle, but
easier to process. However, the gauss distribution is finally selected because of its possibly
changeable depth and length just by one parameter called standard deviation.
The evaluation is the maximum of bending angle α (Figure 4.13 ). The constraint
condition is the sliding force between the robot’s hand and blank. In particularly, the slide
force among them Fslide is clarified as the force in axis x direction at the contact between
the left-upper hand and the blank. From Subsection 4.2.2, by substituting the coefficient of
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Figure 4.13: The evaluation of the bending process
Figure 4.14: The shapes of the groove
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Table 4.4: Shape of grooves in cases
Case Shape of groove In/out Groove
area
(mm2)
Depth
(mm)
1 No groove No 0.00 1.00
2 Half- circle (R = 0.5mm) Inside 0.39 0.50
3 Gauss distribution(σ = 0.4mm) Inside 0.39 0.61
4 Half-hexagon (l = 0.55mm) Inside 0.39 0.52
5 Rectangle Inside 0.39 0.52
6 Rectangle Outside 0.39 0.52
static friction between material and rubber µs = 0.863 and the designed Pgrasp in Equation
4.2, then get the maximum of allowed slide force is 647.25N . In other words, the constraint
condition is max(Fslide) < 647.25N .
The calculation cases are clearly shown in the Table 4.4 and Figure 4.14 . ”In/Out”
means that the groove is at the inside and outside of the blank. In case 2, the radius of the
semicircle groove R is 0.5mm
z = S0 × 1
σgauss
√
2pi
e−
x2
2σ2 (4.7)
With standard deviation σgauss is 0.4mm. Groove area named S0 is the same as Case
2. In order to equalize the groove area in Case 4, the length of hexagon’s side is l =√
4S0/3
√
3.Also, the dimension of Case 5 is designed to have the same cutting area and
depth as in Case 4. The groove in Case 6 is similar to Case 5, but it is cut at the outside
of the blank.
4.5 Simulation results
The are of 4 types of grooving: semicircle, half of hexagon, gauss distribution and rectangle.
Semicircle is symbol l, gauss distribution is symbol s, half of hexagon is symbol [, and
rectangle is symbol ©.
Firstly, from the calculating result of the case without grooving (case 1), the hand slides
largely from the hand, causing different shapes compared with the design. Therefore, the
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Figure 4.15: The bending angle limit
grooving process is necessary.
From the simulation in all cases, the first fractured elements are on the outside peak
of the bending zone. In the cases of grooving (Case 2 ∼ 6), there is only Case 5 (rectangle
shape of Inside type) whose the maximum of Fslide is below 647.25N , while the others all
go beyond the grasping condition, causing the sliding between the hand and the blank. The
Figure 4.15 illustrates the graph of the maximum bending angle. The angle limit of Case
5 is again the highest angle among those cases. When grooving, the groove shape leads
to the stress concentration phenomenon. The smaller radius of curvature is, the higher
the stress concentration affects. The Figure 4.16 shows the Von-Mises stress distribution
at the center of the blank at the bending angle 45◦. In Case 2 (semicircle), Case 3(Gauss
distribution) and Case 4(half hexagon), the radius of curvature are 0.22 ∼ 0.29mm, while
the one in Case 5(rectangle) is 1.68mm. The inside surface at the center of the bending
zone is close to flat, and the corners causing stress concentration are far from the expected
fracture point.
By comparison between Case 5 and Case 6, we find out whether we groove at the outside
or the inside of the blank. From the results in Figure 4.15, the inside type (Case 5) gives
higher bending angle limit than the outside one (Case 6). As mentioned above, the Case 5
is the only case that the robot hand does not slide from the blank. The reason is that in
the aluminum alloys material, the tensile strength is lower than the compressive strength,
thus the fracture of the stress concentration by grooving outside occurs in an easier way
than grooving inside.
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Figure 4.16: The Von-Mises stress distribution at the center of the blank at the bending
angle 45◦
4.6 Optimization of groove shape
4.6.1 Prediction of the curvature radius and the collision condi-
tion
In bending process, the beauty of the product from outside view is significant. In this
section, a analytic prediction of the outside curvature radius Rout and the collision condition
at the inside corner are investigated.
The Figure 4.17 (a) shows the blank before bending, (b) shows the blank after bending
around point O with the bending angle α. The shape of the rectangular groove is defined
by the length a and the depth b. We divide the blank into 3 parts as Figure 4.17 (a), the
thicknesses of part 1 and 3 are both t = 1mm, while the one of part 2 is t2 = t− b. Because
the thicknesses of part 1 and 3 are larger than part 2, the deformation of part 2 is more
crucial. Hence, we ignore the deformations of part 1 and 3 by seeing the two parts as rigid
body, and only part 2 could be bent. MN is the neural plane of part 2. The position of
MN is represented by the ratio d = BM/BE. d shifts from 0.25 to 0.5, depending on the
ratio between the inside bending radius and the thickness t2(Saito, 2004). The length of
MN does not change after bending,
M̂N = a (4.8)
Rc =
a
α
(4.9)
Rout = Rc + (1− d)t2 = a
α
+ (1− d)(t− b) (4.10)
Secondly, we investigate the overlap condition between groove’s corners A and D. Once
the phenomenon happens such as Figure 4.18 , loading two arms becomes dramatically
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Figure 4.17: The cross section of the blank
Figure 4.18: Example of collision between A and D
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larger, causing the instability during the bending process. From the Equation 4.10
AD = 2OD× sin(a
2
) = 2(Rout− t)× sin(a
2
) = 2
[ a
α
+ (1− d)(t− b)− t
[
× sin(a
2
) (4.11)
No collision between A and D means the no overlap between them, and it is expressed
mathematically by AD > 0. From the Equation 4.11, we get fAD =
a
α
+(1−d)(t−b)−t > 0.
The radius Rout and the no collision condition will be validated in Section 4.6.5.
4.6.2 Response surface methodology
Response surface methodology (RSM) is the design of experiments (DOE) method ap-
proximating an unknown function by only a few values of sample points (Box and Hunter,
1957). Firstly, by using some DOE technique with different selection strategies, some ini-
tial sampling points are set. If the optimized value is expected to be on the boundaries,
we will choose some initial points on the boundaries. We can also trim the bounding box
to interested areas to reduce the calculation. Then, the response surfaces of objectives
and constraints are interpolated, and the optimization value is defined by optimizing the
response surface.
In recent years, a new type of RSM called Sequential Approximate Optimization (SAO)
is used popularly because of the reduction of the number of analyses, compared with the
classical RSM approach (Kitayama et al., 2011). The idea is that a little of sample points is
chosen to construct the response surface, and if error of the current solution is unacceptable,
the approximation of objective and constraint functions are improved by adding some data
and the calculating loop is stopped until the terminal criteria is satisfied. In comparison
with the classical RSM, this strategy does not require a large number of sample points at
first, and get the expected accuracy with minimum of sample points.
The interpolation of response surface can enforce by quadratic polynomials, Radial
basis functions (RBF) network, Kriging metamodel, etc. The RBF neural network is chosen
because of it accuracy, especially for high-order nonlinear problems, and the ability to deal
with every function(Krishnamurthy (2005); Franke (1982); Liu (2013)).
A typical RBF network is a three-layer network is show as Figure 4.19 . x denotes the
vector of space coordinates, and we try to approximate a function y(x) from training set
of n pair of (xi, yi)
n
i=1 . The RBF interpolation constructs an approximation f of the form
f(x) =
m∑
j=1
wjhj(x) (4.12)
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Figure 4.19: RBF neural network (Liu, 2013)
wherewj is the weight of the jth radial basic function as Figure 4.19. hj(x) = φ(||x−cj||)
is the jth radial basis function, in this case it is the Gaussian functions as follow
hj(x) = exp(−(x− cj)
T (x− cj)
r2j
) (4.13)
In RBF network, xˆ = [xi]
T is the input vector,h = [hj]
T is the value for neural net j in
hidden layer. The learning process is to find the weight vector w in order to minimize the
cost function
C =
n∑
i=1
(yi − f(xi))2 +
m∑
i=1
λiwj
2 (4.14)
In the Equation 4.14, the first part is the bias and the second part is the variance. By
differentiating the cost function, w can be solved as below(Orr et al., 1996).
w = (HTH + λIm)
−1
HT yˆ (4.15)
where
H =

h1(x1) h2(x1) . . . hm(x1)
h1(x2) h2(x2) . . . hm(x2)
...
...
. . .
...
h1(xn) h2(xn) . . . hm(xn)

(4.16)
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Figure 4.20: Flow chart of optimization
λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λm) (4.17)
yˆ = (y1, y2, . . . , yn)
T (4.18)
In this paper, the optimization operation uses SAO as Figure 4.20. The number of
sample points at each optimization loop is 5. The analysis is a nonlinear problem of damage
identification and solved by LS-DYNA software. The optimization operation uses large
scale of sample points, so the bending model will be simplified from 3-dimension model
to 2-dimension model in order to reduce the calculating time. The simplification will be
shown in Section 4.6.3. The requirement for termination is the tolerance of both design
and objective changes are below 1%.
4.6.3 Model simplification
The optimization operation uses large scale of sample points, causing a massive calculating
time. Therefore, by assuming that the deformations of the blank are similar in the width
direction, the analysis model is simplified to reduce the width of the blank, and any move-
ment of the blank in the width direction is constrained. Specifically, the original model
is a blank of 70mm width divided into 280 elements, and the modified model is a blank
of 0.25mm width divided into 1 element. It means that the blank is shortened 280 times;
as a result, the number of elements is changed from 359520 to 2268. Compared with the
original model, the Fslide in the new one is reduced 280 times because of the reduction of
the contact area between the blank and the hand. Hence in the assessments relating to the
slide force, the Fslide should be risen 280 times.
Now we compare the analysis results between two models in Case 5 from Table 4.4. The
results of Fslide is presented in Figure 4.21. Both distributions have the same tendency that
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Figure 4.21: The slide force between original and modified model in case 5
Table 4.5: Comparison of original model and modified model in case 5
Quantity Original model Modified model Error (%)
Maximum slide force
max(Fslide)(N)
611.965 684.858 11.9
Time to peak slide
force (s)
0.0026 0.0025 3.8
Maximum bending
angle α(degree)
55.8 55.8 0
Calculation time 22hours 25mins
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Figure 4.22: Design variables for optimization
the Fslide is risen at first, reaches a peak and then drops steadily. As shown in Table 4.5 , the
time that the Fslide is at peak in an original model and a modified model are 0.0026s and
0.0025s respectively, with the error is just 3.8%. The fracture times in two models are the
same, made up 0.00087s. However, when calculating through a PC (desktop computer Dell-
8500 series, i7-3770 3.4GHz, 16GB, 2TB, Radeon HD7770), the calculating time of original
model is approximately 22 hours, while the one of modified model is 25 minutes. However,
the difference of max(Fslide) is considerably 11.9%. Thus after optimization operation, the
calculation results of the optimized parameters should be checked by original model.
4.6.4 Design of optimization problem
The formulation of design optimization problem is as below
find k = [k1, k2, ..., kn]
T
f(k)→ min
klowi ≤ ki ≤ kupi
gj(k) ≤ 0 j = 1, 2, ...,m (4.19)
Where k is the designed variables, f(k) is the objective function to be minimized,
klowi and k
up
i are the lower and upper bounds of the i-th design variable, gj(k) is the j-th
constraint. According to the previous works, we conclude that groove of rectangular shape
provide the best performance in comparison with other shapes, and the maximum bending
angle is α = 58◦. Nonetheless, general box forming requires bending angle 90◦ at its edges
and corners. In this section, an optimization algorithm is proposed to get α = 90◦.
The design variables is the shape of the groove as Figure 4.22: length a and depth b of
the groove. We divide the optimization into two steps to get different goals:
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Step-1
The limit of bending angle is taken as the objective function. The constraint is the con-
straint condition between the blank and the hand of robot, meaning that max(Fslide) ≤
647.25N . Fixing S = S0 = 0.39mm
2 as in Section 4.4, b is taken as the only design vari-
able. Therefore, the growing up of b reduces the value of a or vice versa. From the response
surfaces and optimization results, we consider which factor is more important.
Considering the strength of the structure after bending, we only accept that the depth
of the grooving does not exceed a half of the depth of the blank t, meaning that b ≤ t
2
=
0.5mm. Moreover, if we groove too narrowly, the effective of the grooving is not as our
expectation. The analysis results mentioned later also show that the optimized design of
b is close to its upper limit. In order to reduce the calculating time, the lower limit of b is
set to 0.2mm. The formulating of the optimization problem is summarized as below:
find k = [b] with S = 0.39
α→ max
0.2 ≤ b ≤ 0.5
g1(b) = max(Fslide) ≤ 647.25 (4.20)
Step-2
If the area of the groove’s cross-section S is increased, the bending process becomes gen-
erally easier. Nevertheless, grooving too much causes the weakness of the structure, and
decreases the appearance of the product. Therefore, in this step, we set the task is how
to get the bending angle α = 90◦ by a minimum value of S. In particular, the objective
function is minimization of S. The constraint are: (1) Bending process of α = 90◦ without
any cracking; (2)the constraint condition between the blank and the hands of robot. The
design variables are both a and b. The optimized results will be checked the no-overlap
condition mentioned in Subsection 4.6.1.
In Step-2, we have to set the limit of two variables a and b. Similar to step-1, we set a
limit of b is 0.3mm < b < 0.5mm . As we demonstrated in Subsection 4.6.1, we should avoid
the overlap between A and D, but the big gap between A and D decreases the appearance
of the product. We set the upper limit of AD to t
4
. Adding the no-overlap between A and
D, we get 0 < AD < t
4
. By substitution into Equation 4.11
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Figure 4.23: The response surface of max(Fslide) in step-1 when 0.45mm ≤ b ≤ 0.5mm
α [t− (1− d)(1− b)] < a < α [t− (1− d)(1− b)] + t
8sin(α
2
)
(4.21)
Assigning 0.25 < d < 0.5, 0.3mm < b < 0.5mm and t = 1mm,we get 0.746mm < a <
1.456mm. Concerning to simplicity and analytical error, we set 0.7mm < a < 1.5mm .
The formulating of the optimization problem is summarized as below:
find k = [a, b]
S → min
0.3 ≤ b ≤ 0.5 and 0.7 ≤ a ≤ 1.5
g1(S, b) = max(Fslide) ≤ 647.25 and max(α) ≥ 90◦ (4.22)
4.6.5 Results of optimization analysis
Step-1
Firstly, from the simulation, we get that when b ≤ 0.45mm, the Fslide exceeds the constraint
limit, causing the sliding between the blank and the robot hands. The response surface
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Figure 4.24: The response surface of α in step-1 when 0.45mm ≤ b ≤ 0.5mm
functionmax(Fslide) and the objective function α when 0.45mm ≤ b ≤ 0.5mm are as Figure
4.23 and 4.24. It can be seen that the increase of b results the decreasing of max(Fslide) and
the increasing of α . We can conclude that the effectiveness on forming process of b is more
important than a . Therefore, it is reasonable that the optimized result is b = 0.5mm. The
optimized shape of the rectangle is applied to original 3D model and calculate again, getting
the constraint function max(Fslide) = 579.70N , and the objective function α = 57.6
◦.
Step-2
Figure 4.25 shows the response surface of the objective function S: red zone is the re-
gion that the sliding constraint is not clear; orange zone is the region that satisfies the
sliding constraint, but do not satisfy the constraint 90◦; green zone is the the region that
satisfies both constraints. It can be seen that when S is below 0.6mm2, bending with
α = 90◦ is impossible. After 5 sampling steps, we get optimized result: a = 1.421mm and
b = 0.448mm. Applying the optimized groove shape to original 3D model, the constraint
function is max(Fslide) = 591.86N , lower than the previous shape. More importantly, the
forming process produces without any crack until α = 90◦.
Finally, the overlap condition, radius Rout by analytical calculation are considered. As
illustrated in Figure 4.26 , the cross section of the blank at bending region by simulation
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Figure 4.25: Response surface of the function S
shows that there is no overlap between A and D. By analytical calculating, the no-overlap
constraint is fAD = 0.27 > 0 (it means that no overlap between A and D), which is a same
conclusion with the simulation. From the simulation result, the ratio between the inside
bending radius and the thickness t2 is approximately 1.1, then we set d =
1
3
(Saito, 2004)
. Inserting into Equation 4.10, we get analytical result Rout = 1.273mm, while simulation
result of Rout is 1.273mm, by a narrow margin (0.22%).
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Figure 4.26: Cross section of the blank in case of optimized shape
4.7 Summary
This chapter has presented the new technology for bending a blank by mimicking from
traditional origami process that we should make crease line before folding. In traditional
origami, a crease line is made by folding and flattening. In origami-forming, a crease line
is made by groove cutting. The shape of groove is optimized to complete the objective of
bending angle 90◦ without any cracking. Firstly, by comparison other shapes, we point out
that rectangular groove has positive effects on both increasing the maximum bending angle
and decreasing the maximum slide force. Secondly, we made a process for optimization
of rectangular groove with different goals. We got result that increasing the depth b of
rectangular groove is basically better than increasing its length a . In fact, both optimized
solutions of b in two goals are close to its upper limit.
The attention of this chapter is not only strength and reaching bending angle, but also
the appearance of bent component. We proposed an analytical formula of outside curvature
radius, and condition of collision between two corners of rectangular groove. By considering
shift of the neutral axis during bending process, the analytical formula closely matches the
simulation result.
Chapter 5
Manufacturing with robotics:
Mechanical design
5.1 Handling system
Handling system includes two robotic arms which are designed based on the ideas of in-
timating human’s arm. The hand is modeled as a shell type. Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 show
several types of handling system. In symbol of cases, ”F” means finger, the first number
after the letter ”F” is the amount of fingers, and the second one is the width of each finger
in millimeter unit. For example, case F1-70 is the hand as Figure 4.10 in the above sections,
case F2-10 is the hand containing two fingers, and each one is 10mm width. Case F3-12-6
is the hand that 3 fingers are included, and the middle finger is 6mm width, while the two
edge fingers are 12mm width. The optimized shape of the blank in Section 4.6 is used.
The evaluations of the comparison are the maximum slide force Fslide and the maximum
bending angle α. As in Section 4.4, the constraint condition between the blank and the
hand is that Fslide does not exceed 647.965N , and the more the force decreases, the better
the grasping is. The simulation results indicate that the difference of α in cases is below
0.9◦, while the values of Fslide are separately large from 490.34N to 630.56N as Figure 5.2.
Firstly, in case F1-30, F2-15, F 3-10 and F3-12-6 that have the same fingers’ area, the high-
order of max(Fslide) is F2-15 <F3-12-6 <F3-10 <F1-30. In case F1-30, the distribution of
grasping force is totally at the middle. Case F3-12-6 has the 3 fingers as case F3-10, but the
middle finger is smaller, and the side fingers are bigger, meaning that the grasping force is
distributed more at both side. In case case F2-15 without middle finger, the distribution of
grasping force at both side is increased further. The relationship between the distributing of
grasping force at both side of fingers and the decreasing of the max(Fslide) can be explained
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Figure 5.1: Types of handling system
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Table 5.1: Shapes of handling system
Case Hand structure Measurement (mm) Hand area
(mm2)
F1-70 1 hand (1 big finger) Hand:width 70, length 20 1949.78
F1-30 1 hand (1 big finger) Hand:width 30, length 20 835.62
F2-15 2 fingers Hand:width 15, length 20 835.62
F2-10 2 fingers Hand:width 10, length 20 557.08
F3-10 3 fingers Finger: width 10, length 20 835.62
F3-12-6 3 fingers (small middle
finger)
Finger: width 12 and 6,
length 20
835.62
by the effectiveness of the edge camber phenomenon (Kazama and Yagyu, 2004). The more
the force of the hand is put at both sides of the fingers, the more the effectiveness of the
edge camber is reduced.
The next step is comparing between cases F1-70, F2-15 and F2-10. The max(Fslide) in
case F1-70 below the restraint limit but the weight is proximately 2 times more than other
cases, heavily burdening the arms of the robots. The finger of case F2-10 that is smaller
than in F2-15, but roughly the same max(Fslide) with the their difference is not exceed
10MPa.
From aspect of burdening on the arm and the restraint conditions, we can conclude
that the handling system in case F2-10 is superior over others.
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Figure 5.2: The maximum of slide force in cases
5.2 Coping with general cases
In the above sections, we dealt with the case of blank’s shape whose length is 90mm, width
is 70mm and thickness is 1mm, and the crease line is at the middle of the blank. In this
section, a solution for general cases is discussed.
5.2.1 Groove dividing the blank in ratio 1:2
The crease generally divides the blank into two regions, and each arm of origami robot
grasps these regions. We have to decide which arm is the static or moving arm. In previous
Sections, we focused on the case in Figure 4.10 that the groove is at the center of the blank,
in the direction of the width. The two regions divided by crease line are symmetrical; hence,
we can choose an arbitrary arm for static role and another one for moving role without
affecting the process. In order to remove that symmetry, we consider another case as Figure
5.3 : the blank shape does not change, and the crease line is in direction of the width of
the blank, but it divides the blank in the ratio 1:2. As shown in Figure 5.4 , there are two
types of role assignment: type A ( the arm grasping the narrower region is moving), and
type B (the arm grasping the narrower region is statical). In this Subsection, firstly, we
validate the superiority of the rectangle groove by comparing the groove shape again in
case of Figure 5.3, and then comparing the effects of the role of two arms.
The calculating cases are case 2 ∼ 5 in Table 4.4 (handling system in these cases is F
1-70, and the role assignment of the bending process is type A), case 7 and case 8 that
have optimized rectangular shape of groove in Section 4.6.5 with the role assignment of
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Figure 5.3: Bending model with crease line at 1:2 position
Figure 5.4: Two type of role assignment
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Table 5.2: Shape of grooves in cases
Case Shape of groove α (Deg.) Type Sliding Condition
2 Half- circle (R = 0.5mm) 46.8 A ×
3 Gauss distribution(σ = 0.4mm) 45.0 A ×
4 Half-hexagon (l = 0.55mm) 48.6 A ×
5 Rectangle (Inside) 54.9 A ×
7 Rectangle (optimized) 90 A © (S:588MPa, M:599MPa)
8 Rectangle (optimized) 90 B ×
9 Half-hexagon (optimized), 2 fingers 90 A © (S:293MPa, M:500MPa)
Table 5.3: The comparison of type A and type B
Static hand (Bad) Moving hand (Good)
Near from groove (Bad) Type B Type A
Far from groove (Good) Type A Type B
type A and B respectively, and case 9 (optimized rectangular shape, the role assignment
of type A, and the handling system of F 2-10). The result of simulation are as Table 5.2.
Firstly, in comparison with Case 2 ∼ 5 in the same role assignment of arms and types
of handling system, the rectangle shape of groove has the highest maximum bending angle
α = 54.9◦, proving the superiority of the rectangle groove. However, in these cases, all the
hands are getting nearer to the crease lines slide during the bending process. The reason is,
in order to get the same necessary bending moment, compared with the farther hand; the
nearer one requires more forces, causing the sliding condition to become harder. Moreover,
all these cases appear crack point before the time that α reaches 90◦. Therefore, although
the rectangle shape is a proper solution, the change of length a and width b to avoid the
sliding of hands is necessary.
Secondly, we compare Case 7 and 8 with different types of role assignment of hands.
From the results in Section 4.5, in regards to the sliding condition, the static hand is
apparently easier to slide than the moving hand. From above result, by taking moment
force into account, the hand nearer to the crease line is easier to slide than the other one.
As in Table 5.3, in type B, the static hand is closer to the crease line, causing high risk of
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Figure 5.5: Bending model in case of tilting crease line
sliding. In the other hand, in type A, the moving hand is near from the groove, while the
static one is far from the groove, assuaging the effect of the grasping region on the sliding
condition. The simulation result of Case 7 and 8 shows that, in type B ( Case 8), the
moving hands do not slide, but the static hands slide during the bending process, while in
type A, all hands do not slide. The result is the same as the above estimation. Therefore,
we can conclude that type A is proper than type B. In particularly, in Case 7, the process
is safe until α = 90◦. It means that we can bend an aluminum blank in case of Figure 5.3
to make a right-angled box without any crack.
Finally, compared to Case 7, Case 9 with 2 fingers produces lower max(Fslide) in both
hand as Table 5.2 ( In the fifth column, S is the max(Fslide) of static hand, M is the
max(Fslide) of moving hand). Hence, the the superiority of 2 fingers handling system is
validated in case of groove dividing the blank in ratio 1:2.
5.2.2 In case of tilting crease line
In this Subsection, we consider the case of tilting crease line. Figure 5.5 shows an example
of a crease line, in which tilt angle between the length direction of the blank and the
crease line is 75◦ ; additionally, the left region of the blank is narrower than the right one.
According to the result in Subsection 5.2.1, the hand grasping the narrower region (blue
color) should be a moving hand, and the hand grasping the wider region (grey color) should
be a static hand. The moving hand’s long side is set parallel to the crease line. Hence, the
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Figure 5.6: The stress distribution of the blank in direction of axis x when the bending
angle α = 90◦
moving hand always travels in an orbital rotation, which is easier to predict and control.
There are two types of static hands’ arrangement as Figure 5.5: type C is a type that the
hand is parallel to the crease line, while type D describes a hand parallel to the width of
the blank.
Two models representing two types are created and calculated as Figure 5.5, where
the centers of mass O and O’ of static hands in 2 cases are at the same position, and
the distance from O, O’ to the crease line are 40mm. In both models, the process finishes
at α = 90◦ , but only the static hand in type D slips during the bending. The stress
distribution of the blank in direction of axis x when the bending angle α = 90◦ can be
obviously seen from Figure 5.6. In type C, the high stress (orange and yellow color) appears
around the long side of the hand, and the maximum stress is 154.993 MPa. While in type
D, the high stress (red color) focuses on the upper corner of the hand near the groove, and
the maximum stress is 197.401MPa. Specifically, the reason is similar to Subsection 5.2.1:
the nearer to the groove the hand gets, the more stress is. Thus, we can conclude that type
C is better than type D.
5.3 Decision process of robot movement
In this Section, some general cases are given. The origami robot system is a 2-arm robot
controlled by the cooperation between human and computers, indicated in Figure 4.5. The
decision-making process of robot movement is as below
1. A computer receives data of blank shape and crease line position.
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Figure 5.7: Some examples of bending situation
2. Based on the data, a computer optimizes the shape of groove.
From the previous Sections, we conclude that the rectangular groove is better than
the shape of a circle, a gauss distribution and a hexagon. As shown in Section 4.5
, the reason is the characteristic of the rectangle, that the corner is far from the
estimated first crack position, has no connection with the shape of the blank and the
position of the crease line. In this step, we use the same process as Section 4.6 to find
the optimized shape of the rectangular groove.
3. Human and computers find the number of fingers and their grasping positions.
According to previous Subsections, we conclude that if the grasping regions are wide
enough, (1) the hand grasping the narrower region should be a moving hand, and
the hand grasping the wider region should be a static hand; (2) both hands should
be arranged parallel to the crease line ;(3) the hand should be a type of 2 fingers
and the fingers grasp at the corners of the blank. However, if the grasping regions
are so narrow that grasping process is resisted, we prepare set of pairs of fingers with
different width, and then change the fingers depending on the situation. For example,
Figure 5.7 shows some cases of bending situation and Figure 5.8 shows their solutions.
In example 1, the grasping region is enough for handling system 2 fingers, hence the
fingers are arranged near the edge of the blank and parallel to the crease line. In
example 2, the right-upper region is too narrow; we have to choose a small finger
to grasp the region. In example 3, the right region is so narrow, that we move the
fingers a little but keep their centers of mass on the blank. Lastly, in example 4, both
regions are so small, that we have to use 1 finger to grasp each region.
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Figure 5.8: Handling solution for some examples in Figure 5.7
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, handling system of dual-arm robot is put on top. Every hand may contain
one or several number of fingers with variety of shapes. In dual-arm robot for origami-
forming, one of the most significant tasks is how to grasp the blank strictly with limited
force. In other words, we have to find out the effective distribution of limited force of hands
for grasping the blank. The simulation results show that it is preferable to distribute the
grasping force on the side of the blank rather than on the middle. The whole conclusions
in Chapter 4 and 5 are validated in case of crease line at 1:2 position and tilt crease line.
We also discussed the role of two arm of robot system. In particular, the arm grasping the
narrower region of blank should bend the blank, and the arm grasping the wider region of
blank should hold and fix. Finally, a decision-making process of origami-robot is proposed.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis presents the development of origami-forming by modeling and simulation.
1) We have applied the origami-forming approach to TCP manufacturing, expanding
the limitation of core’s shape. In particular, it has been shown that a new method can
produce cores whose aspect ratio is approximately 0.72, much more than the limitation
of press forming, accounted for 0.29. Firstly, we segment the TCP into two components:
pyramid cores and a large plate. Some tools (1 die, 4 punches and 4 plungers) conduct the
bending process of a pyramid core. Finally, bent cores are connected to plate by welding.
In bending process, tools’ shape and movement were considered to fix the interference
between them.
2) A numerical program was further carried out to validate and analyze the bending
process of TCP. Using 2 types of steel, the simulation showed that it is better to arrange
the side punches moving in direction perpendicular to the lateral edge. After assessing
the fracture risk of blank during bending process by observing the maximum of Von-Mise
stress, a countermeasure for springback has been presented: adding pressure to the blank
in direction of its thickness after bending. The effect of this method was validated in both
types of steel.
3) We concentrate on the robot system for origami-forming, especially for hard ma-
terials. Firstly, grooving technique was used to make crease line. As a result, the forming
process, that required a large force before, becomes easier for dual-arm robot. The contribu-
tion is significant, because it allows a robot system by dual-arm robot can be reconfigurable
for different tasks. Through simulating the bending process of a 90◦ bend, we have found
out that, the rectangular groove has positive effects on the bending process. Moreover,
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we make an optimization for searching the optimized shape of the groove, depending on
different goals. An analytical approach has been done to predict outside curvature radius
and condition of collision between two corners of rectangular groove.
4) The handling system was considered, firstly the effect of grasping force distribution
on bending process. The simulation shows that distributing the grasping force on the side of
the blank is better for grasping the blank. The conclusions were validated again in the case
of crease line at 1:2 position and tilt crease line. Based on those conclusions, we proposed
a decision-making process for origami-robot.
6.2 Future work
Several possible directions of future research is presented below.
For TCP manufacturing :
1. Validating the FEM analysis by experimental results : this thesis has presented FEM
analyses: forming core of TCP by steel blank. Although the process can be conducted
by human and a cutting machine, the bending process by origami-robot requires at
least 7 tools (Punch-1, plunger-2 and punch-3 can be united as one tools).
2. Comparison between two cutting methods in TCP’s core forming: As mentioned in
Subsection 3.5.1 , there are two cutting methods of TCP’s core for 2D flattening: (1)
Cutting at a perpendicular line of a triangular side of the pyramid core (2) Cutting
at a lateral edge of the pyramid core. Mechanical properties of core after processing
should be considered.
3. Comparison between two segmentation methods in TCP forming: As mentioned in
Section 3.5, the new unfolding method reduces the number of welding steps and
total length of welding line. In the future, we should go further in comparing the
mechanical properties of TCP using two methods.
4. Considering the forming process of a core layer: In Section 3.5 , a forming method
from 1 blank to a long core layer has been proposed. From FEM model of bending
process, the springback and mechanical properties can be considered.
5. Finding another segmentation method for TCP forming: For variety of shape and
number of TCP depending on design requirement, it is better to find a 2D develop-
ment of TCP with the fewest parts. Because the smallest number of parts generally
follows reducing of welding and positioning steps.
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6. Applying grooving technique into TCP forming Applying grooving technique studied
in Chapter 4 makes the TCP manufacturing much easier, simplifying the tools for
bending. In particular, by reducing the bending force, TCP can be formed by a
dual-arm robot.
For hard material:
1. Validating the FEM analysis by experimental results: This thesis has presented FEM
analyses: bending a 90◦ bend of an aluminum blank. The process can be conducted
by a set of dual-arm robots and controlled by computer.
2. Optimization of gripper position and grooving shape: In chapter 4 and 5, the grip-
per position and grooving shape are considered separately. An optimization of both
factors can be followed by some noticeable conclusions.
3. Development of robot system: There are lots of works relating to robot system: ana-
lyzing data from camera, contacting problems, controlling forming process of hard
materials that the deformation of blank changes frequently, etc.
4. Welding considering: In FEM analysis, we assume that the welding correspond to
the constraint between nodes. Effect of heating by welding on the material, and the
deformation at the weld region should be considered.
For soft material: This thesis only focuses on hard materials and TCP manufacturing.
A study for soft materials should be considered.
1. Limitation of origami-robot and improvements: Despite the achievement of robotics
technology, we have to find out whether a crease pattern can be folded by robot or
not. If a crease pattern cannot be folded by origami-robot, the next question is how
to modify a crease pattern into an robot-foldable pattern.
2. Development of robot system and handling system: Similar to hard materials, there
are still a lot of work for robot system and handling system: dealing with the large
deformation of soft materials, possibility of forming a curve surface, etc.
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